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SWO Read-Only Access User Guide 

 Signing-on: 

 Landing page 

 Edge stats page  

o Overview tab 

o QoE Tab 

o Link Tab 

o Applications Tab 

o Sources Tab 

o Destinations Tab 

o Business priority tab 

 Frequently Asks Questions (FAQ)  

o How can I use this data? 

o Can I use this data to call support 

o What is the measured limits to build the QoE score. 

Signing-on: 

Web page: https://vonage.velocloud.net 

User name & password: Obtain from your administrator. Maximum 5 customer users can be 

authorized. 

  

https://vonage.velocloud.net/
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Landing page 

This page is your first landing page and will show all the edges your company has deployed 

SmartWAN at. Each site is shown on the map as well. The picture above provides a quick brief 

of each tab on the landing page. 

 

  

1. Monitor:Edges: This tab indicates that the site shows monitored stats of all edges that 

customer has deployed for SmartWAN 

2. Map: Shows customer sites. Moving cursor over a location and clicking will show site 

address. MPa can be zoomed using the +/- keys. 

3. Edge: Clicking edge link will bring up Edge stats page 

4. Reset View: Will reset to default view settings 

5. Refresh: Will get the latest live status of the sites 

6. Status: Moving cursor to this circle will show if connected or not. A green circle 

indicates connected a red one indicates the site is down. 

7. HA: This indicates if High-Availability option is at site and if it is Standby ready mode 

or active mode or down.  

8. Links: Shows the status of links. INTERNET1 and INTERNET2 in this case for both 

cloud and VPN. It also shows the service providers of the links 
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9. Software: Version of software at each site 

10. Build number: Software build-ID 

11. Model: SmartEdge model number 

12. Serial number: Serial number of active edge device 

Edge stats page 

Click any one of the Edge links to get to the the Edge stats page. We have selected number 5 link 

(stlouispark) from the above.  

 

Clicking number 5 link under Edge willl land you on the page shown above. 
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Overview tab 

1. Links: Shows the WAN links that are connected to the site SmartWAN edge, in this case 

Comcast Business Communications and Vonage Networks. The IP address of each link is 

also shown 

2. Client & VPN status: The green circles indicate status for the tow links. Green 

indicating they are stable. 

3. Interface(WAN type): Provides the names given to the two interfaces (INTERNET1 & 

INTERNET2) and the types, in this case Ethernet. 

4. Throughput/Capacity: Throughput shows the present (at view time) traffic speed in 

Mbps while the capacity is the maximum that is allowed. The first number is up-link (to 

the network) the other is down-link (to the site) 

5. Alerts: This indicates if the alerts are enabled. These are enabled for each customer site 

to communicate with Vonage network control which monitors all sites 24/7/365 in real-

time in US-based NOCs 

6. Link Bandwidth Usage: Provides stats on top applications using the link and MB data 

transported per Application. The top categories section shows stats on various groups. 

Clicking on any of the segment will bring up a new page showing details of bandwidth, 

speed and links as shown below. On top left one can select various options to view such 

as packets, total bytes etc to view rather than bytes received. 

 
7. Top operating systems: This section provides which OS owns the traffic and the amount 

of data transported in MB (shown in black message box) 

8. Top sources: This section details the traffic in MB by source IDs of the traffic source 
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QoE Tab 

This tab provides stats on Quality Of Experience (QoE) as measured by the edge using latency, 

jitter an packets loss scores for up-link and down-link traffic for all WAN links  

 

1. Top row: The user can open up left drop down and select an option or past time span to 

select the stats. The present custom shows live stats. Options exists for minutes, hours, 

days, weeks and last month. The date and time show the start point stats. 

2. Traffic type: Can be set to voice, vdieo or transcationla to see these types of service 

traffic QoE 

3. After section: This section provides a time line of the QoE as measured in Quality score 

(right green circle ) at time indicated by the scale at the bottom. This is real-time score 

built on latency, jitter, packet loss, buffering and forward correction actions taken by the 

edge and GW combinations to maintain the highest possible QoE 

4. Before Section:  The edge monitors all WAN traffic per session, per packet per WAN 

link. This score is shown in this section on a scale of 0-10. The bottom part of this section 

shows the time line i.e. date and time of measurement. 

5. Messages Boxes: 
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The picture shown above is indicative of what a user might see in a site where the broadband link 

is having a problem. In this case the site has two WAN links one is broadband the other is LTE 

wireless. The broadband link has gone into a red score state (not a alert state). By moving the 

cursor on any area of any link before and/or after will show a black message box providing 

details on the score at that point in time. In the exmaple above we have pointed the cursor to the 

red broadband link. It states that the Latnecy, jitter and packet loss or in critical conditions and 

therefore need a fix. The next three paragraphs indicate what was measured and what action was 

taken to maintain QoE.  

1. Upstream latency measured at 82 msec. Edge avoided the link for the duration. This 

means the traffic was sent over the other link. 

2. Upstream jitter measured at 39 msec. Edge enabled jitter buffering 

3. Upstream packet loss measured at 1%. Edge enabled forward error correction to mitigate 

the issue 

If one observes  the "after section" bar it is yellow at that point due to the the actions taken by the 

SmartWAN  edge device. This maintaining a much better QoE than was possible in present 

WAN link condition. 

The QoE score delivered is average 8.5 much higher than each individual link score across the 

time line. 
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Link Tab 

This tab shows stats of the WAN links 

 

1. Top row: Same as described in the QoE section 

2. Start live monitoring: Toggle switch to see live stats or stats for selected timeline 

3. Downstream & Upstream sections: Shows the down/Up stream traffic picture of both 

WAN links. Dark blue is Comcast and light blue is Vonage network. By moving the 

cursor at any location a block message box appears showing the traffic speed at that 

moment in Kbps showing the network name and the time the stats were measured 

4. The top left drop down allows options of what stats are seen. The present view is for 

throughput for both WAN links 

5. Time line bar:  This bar shows the time line that was selected in the top row. In this case 

its is 12 hours. 
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Applications Tab 

This another way of looking at the traffic at the sites. The time line and stat types have already 

described in the previous sections. One can switch on or off any Application type by removing 

the tick mark for it in the last segment. 
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Sources Tab 

This tab is similar to the Applications tab except it presents details by sources of traffic at site. 
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Destinations Tab 

Similar to sources tab providing destination sorted stats. 
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Business priority tab 

Similar to sources tab providing Business priority sorted stats. 
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Frequently Asks Questions (FAQ) 

How can I use this data? 

The data provided offers the user a view of traffic and usage of sites its links, apps etc. This can 

be used to plan bandwidth , access provider selection, setting of  WAN usage priority etc. for 

APPs to best suits your plans and investments. One can plan new sites accordingly. 

Can I use this data to call support 

No. The key reason is all the stats you see are already visible and monitored at our end via 

processes and systems that have been fine tuned raise alerts and alarms so that we fix issues and 

make sure the recurrence is reduced. Indeed, in case of a problem the support team will reach 

you to let you know the status and resolutions.  

What is the measured limits to build the QoE score. 

 The limits have been set from our experience so that Vonage UCaaS services get the highest 

priority and the latency, jitter and packet loss are managed per our needs. These numbers are set 

for different WAN links accordingly and the optimization process and score building process is 

built on patented technologies so that our users get the best experience possible. 

  


